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The invention relates to a method for the control of access by individuals to 

physical units. In particular, the invention relates to a system and method with which 

individual access privileges can be distributed to individuals and managed.

The management of access rights or rights of use can be found in many areas of 

technology. For example, there are complex rights hierarchies and schemes in the 

management of access privileges in computer systems. There an individual who, for 

example, identifies himself by means of a secret identifier or biometric data, is granted 

access to services or files in a computer system. However, should the assigned rights or 

privileges be insufficient to perform a requested action, this is prevented by technical 

measures.

Moreover, locking systems are known in which a closing means is identified for 

access control to check access to a function, for example, access to an area. In such 

systems, it is often assumed that the carrier of the closing means is also the entitled entity 

for making the request for the respective function. Corresponding concepts are also found 

in the area of vehicle locking systems, particularly in keyless entry and keyless go systems. 

In these, a user brings a vehicle key designated as an ID-generator with him. This ID- 

generator contains coded information that legitimizes a vehicle against the authorization 

of the ID-generator (not necessarily the carrier of the ID-generator) for the use of 

functions. Thus, if the ID-generator is given to another user, he will also be able to call up 

and use the vehicle functions with the ID-generator.

In the area of vehicle access systems, many different management systems are 

known for permitting access to vehicles. For example, US 2013/0259232 Al discloses a 

system for coupling or pairing a mobile phone with a vehicle in order to control vehicle 

functions with the mobile phone.

DE 10 2011 078 018 Al describes another system for carrying out vehicle 

functions, wherein a telematics centre carries out part of the communication with the 

vehicle.

US2012/0164989 relates to a different method and system for a wireless closing 

function for a vehicle.

EP 1910134 Bl (W02007/009453 A2) describes a system with a central 

management, which distributes data packets as keys to mobile access devices.
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Document DE 10 2011 118 234 Al discloses a method and system for releasing a 

technical device. By means of the method, registered, authenticated users can undertake 

a secure reservation for a technical device using a mobile device.

However, the known systems and methods that allow access to technical devices 

have drawbacks. With some of the systems it is possible, using technical devices such as 

mobile computers, smartphones or the like, to generate or retrieve an authorization for 

access to technical devices or for executing functions in such a way that attackers can get 

unauthorized access to facilities (e.g., vehicles) or their functions.

The object of the invention is to provide a safe and flexible method for making 

advanced privilege management possible for access to physical devices.

According to the invention, a method is proposed according to claims 1-11.

Thus, according to the invention, a quadrilateral relationship is established with 

regard to the formation of communication relationships and data transport, wherein, on 

the one hand, the control platform can enter into a communication connection with both 

the mobile access device and the access control unit of the controlled physical unit. In 

turn, the user interacts with the mobile access device. He may also interact with the 

central platform regarding the use of separate communication channels (e.g., a computer 

with an internet connection). The identity of the user is a key component that makes the 

interaction of the other components possible, wherein the identity is checked in various 

steps. These communications of the various components do not necessarily occur 

simultaneously, however, it is essential that the basic communication capabilities of these 

three components are alternately made available to each other. This concept ensures a 

verification of information received from one of the communications with an independent 

body. As described below, this alternate relationship in combination with the 

particularities of the mobile access device secures access in a particularly safe and reliable 

manner.

A user of the process according to the invention has access to the mobile access 

device, thus, for example, to a smartphone with its installed application. Even if he could 

bring this device to communicate with the vehicle-side access control unit, the vehicle

side access control unit would not readily allow access to the vehicle since it would lack 

the necessary authorization. The vehicle does not accept the identity of the mobile access 

device as authorization by itself, but only in combination with the verified identity of the 

user. This proof of identity only succeeds when the mobile access device receives 
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information from the central platform, which identifies the mobile access device and its 

thereby identified person as a legitimate user of the physical unit.

The invention separates out the management of privileges and the controlled 

physical units in the central control platform. Thereby, this management is removed from 

manipulation by unauthorized persons, since only trusted sites are allowed to make 

changes to the central control platform. It is not sufficient to manipulate the data of a 

mobile device, because the access control device verifies authorization data via the 

connection to the central platform.

The central control platform may contain information about human subjects, 

which are identified in a reliable manner to this control platform. However, the central 

control platform can also manage assigned rights to assigned access control units which 

are assigned to anonymised identifiers, so that in the central control platform there are 

no links with real persons, but only anonymized identifiers.

While conventional access systems or access management systems manage 

identification by means of corresponding implements, tags, keys, a key card or the like, 

according to the invention, privileges are assigned and administered to individuals or 

unique identifiers. Regardless of which means the person uses to legitimize himself to the 

central control platform or access device, a privilege grant will not be bound to such 

means (phone, keys, etc.), but rather to the known person or known identity.

Essential to the invention is that rights assigned to the identity of a person or an 

anonymized identifier are stored in the central control platform. These rights relate in 

each case to subsets of the access control units, which are managed by the central 

platform. Rights can, for example, be granted to an identifier that are valid for groups, or 

also all assigned access control units. Other rights can be assigned for individual access 

control units. For example, as regards control at a vehicle fleet installation, this might 

mean that a member of the administrative personnel is assigned the right to open all 

vehicles of the vehicle fleet, but the right to start only some of the vehicles.

It is accordingly necessary in the central control platform to first create an entry 

for the identity or anonymized identifier for an admissible user. These entries can be 

managed in a conventional way using a database that provides a query interface. 

Acquisition of identifiers can also take place via an interface to other systems, for 

example, systems for car rental companies, security companies or carsharing providers. 

While the coupled systems of other providers know the identity of their customers, they 
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only send an anonymized identifier and the associated rights to the central platform. The 

personal data then remain with the contract partner, but the central platform manages 

the rights by means of the identifier.

The mobile access device can enter into data communication with the central 

control platform. From the central control platform information is made available to the 

mobile access device that makes authorization with respect to the access control unit of 

a physical unit possible. This can, for example, be a certificate that is issued by the central 

control platform.

The mobile access device also serves to affirm the identity of the bearer with 

respect to an access control unit. The mobile access device is equipped to make reliable 

identification of the user possible. This user identification can, for example, take place via 

an identifier only known to him or via a request for biometric data such as facial 

recognition, voice analysis or a fingerprint. Only if this identification with respect to the 

mobile access device is successful, can access to the information in the mobile access 

device be granted. The nature of the required identification may depend on the safety 

relevance of the requested right. For example, if a user queries vehicle data (mileage, tank 

level, etc.) in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle, entry of a PIN on the mobile device or 

a special swipe gesture on a control panel of the unit can suffice. To start the vehicle, facial 

recognition can, for example, be required. What kind of identity verification is required 

for which privilege can be stored in the central platform.

If identification with respect to the mobile access device is successful, a 

connection to the controlling physical unit, more precisely to the access control unit of 

the physical unit, is established, and the access information that has at least been partially 

transmitted from the central control platform to the mobile access device is used to 

access the functions of the physical unit.

Thereby, the connection according to the invention of the access control unit on 

the side of the physical unit is established with the central control platform. Through this 

connection, it is possible that the access control unit on the side of the physical device can 

verify whether the access information provided by the mobile access device is indeed 

legitimate access data for the requested functions. Conventional systems do not have 

such a connection and have to rely solely on checking data from the access device.

The central control platform knows both the units involved in the authorization 

process as well as the assigned privileges of a person identified by means of these units. 
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On the one hand, the central control platform knows the identity or identifier of a user, 

on the other hand, the identity of the mobile access device and the identity of the access 

control unit in the physical unit. All of these devices are identified by unique features. 

Only the central control platform has all the information to enable access with centralized 

management.

In a simple design of the invention, an identifier that identifies a user is set up on 

the central platform. Data for a mobile access device are stored and linked to the 

identifier. For example, this can comprise an IMEI for a mobile device. Moreover, a set of 

access rights for the identifier are also stored in the central platform. This initial 

identification is, for example, accomplished with the interposition of a trusted site such 

as a public authority or a trusted service provider.

Prior to initial use, a message is sent from the central platform to the registered 

mobile device that is to serve as a mobile access device. The user of the device is 

prompted to carry out an initial registration. The user then enters a sequence of data on 

the mobile device that will be used for identity verification later. For example, a PIN is 

stored, a swipe gesture and biometric comparison data are captured (face scanning, voice 

sample, fingerprint, etc.). Once this has been done, data can already be retrieved from 

the central platform and stored on the mobile access device. This data may, for example, 

include identification data and data which prove the authenticity of the data. For example, 

the data can be signed with a certificate from the central platform, or can be encrypted. 

Thereafter, the system is ready for use.

If a user, for example, now wants to access a physical unit, such as a vehicle, then 

he must be in the vicinity of the physical unit with the assigned access control unit. First, 

he must identify himself to the mobile access device. Only if this is successful will the 

mobile access device access the data stored in the mobile access device, and transmit the 

data for a requested right to the access control unit, which manages the rights for a 

physical device. This transfer takes place via a wireless connection, for example, 

Bluetooth, WLAN or NFC. On the side of the access control unit, a check is made as to 

whether the data are authentic or not. This will be explained in greater detail below. The 

access control unit uses information from data which it has received directly via the 

communication connection from the central platform (directly as a result of the current 

rights check, or time offset, already from an earlier point in time).
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By means of the two-way communication of the components described above, 

highly secure access restrictions can be established. To carry out the authenticity check, 

conventional systems had to rely on data permanently stored in the access control unit. 

There, certificates from trusted sites were permanently stored, for example. The 

possibility according to the invention of updating the data, to the extent of a live 

verification, secures the accesses, since this communication path is independent of the 

path between mobile access device and the central platform, and also independent of 

data on the mobile access device, that may possibly have been manipulated.

Preferably, a key or certificate is transmitted to the mobile access device for 

access to a specific assigned access control unit of a physical unit. To verify the certificate, 

the assigned access control unit of the physical unit is, for example, transmitted a portion 

of an asymmetric key from the central platform. In this, conventional asymmetric 

encryption methods can be used, for example, according to the concept of public and 

private keys.

The advantage of this type of access control is that, in particular, for the set-up 

and establishment of access rights, a connection for all communication participants with 

the central control platform must be present, on later occasions, however, an access 

control and access function is also temporarily possible without the participation of the 

central control platform. For example, the central control platform of the mobile access 

device and the access control unit in the physical unit can transmit information which is 

provided with a certificate from the central control platform. Both in the mobile access 

device as well as in the physical unit and the access control unit it can be arranged that a 

certain certificate class, such as the type issued by the central control platform, can, in 

any case, be trusted for a while, even if temporarily no direct access to the central control 

platform is possible. For this purpose, certificates can be provided with expiration dates 

after the lapse of which the certificates are no longer accepted for mutual legitimacy.

For a user identity or identifier there can thus be multiple different schemes 

regarding access privileges to various physical units. For one and the same identity, for 

example, in the case of applying the invention to a vehicle access control, different 

privileges for different vehicles can be assigned, but wherein the same human identity of 

the user is the unifying element. In the sense of privilege management in the control 

platform, an overall rights assignment or rights restriction can be implemented, for 
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example, a restriction with regard to the type of use or the extent of use for a particular 

vehicle (for example, permitted maximum speed independent of the vehicle used).

The invention will now be explained in further detail with reference to the 

exemplary embodiments which are shown in the accompanying figures.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a communications sequence in accordance with a 

first exemplary embodiment of the invention.

Figure 2 shows a diagram of a device and management of the central platform 

according to a second exemplary embodiment of the invention.

Figure 3a shows a first diagram of an access to a vehicle according to the second 

exemplary embodiment of the invention.

Figure 3b shows a second diagram of an access to a vehicle according to the 

second exemplary embodiment of the invention.

In Figure 1, the various stations and separate functional units are shown 

symbolically. The timing of message flow and exchange of information is shown by arrows 

between these units. The controlled physical units in this example are vehicles in which 

an access control unit is coupled to the central control system of the vehicle, which 

controls the rights for the vehicle functions and can enable or block functions.

Before the process can proceed in the manner shown, a learning process must be 

carried out. This means that the central control platform needs to make available 

information about the user identities and privileges as well as the controlled vehicles. This 

can, for example, be done by a person identifying himself to a trusted site with 

appropriate identification means (e.g., passport or identity card). This trusted site can be 

the vehicle dealer who carries out a personal examination of identity and links a 

corresponding identity entry with a permission to access a particular vehicle.

On vehicle purchase or maintenance, this data is entered by the vehicle dealer in 

a database which is accessible to the central control platform. It is essential that the 

identities and the privileges assigned to the identities are managed in the central control 

platform, and that changes can only be made via the central control platform. Use of the 

central system can be effected in a conventional manner, for example, by administering 

a database via an entry screen displayed in an internet browser. The actual administration 

behind the frontend can be any type of database with appropriate security.

According to the invention, privilege management thus takes place at a central 

site, namely the central control platform. Moreover, the access-controlled physical units 
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known, in this case the vehicles, are to be made known to the central control platform. 

For this purpose, a unique vehicle identification is stored in the central control platform. 

With a vehicle fleet management or carsharing concept, all vehicles can be stored as 

physical units in the central control platform. The vehicles are each assigned unique 

access control units that can make contact with the central control platform.

Finally, it is essential that the central control platform is made known to each 

mobile access device. The mobile access device can thereby be assigned to a user or an 

identifier in the central control platform, that is, be linked with it. This could, for example, 

be the case that an identified person registers the mobile access device, in this case a 

smartphone, on a trusted site. For example, here the phone number of the smartphone 

is specified. A message from the trusted site can then be sent to this phone number, 

wherein the content of the message is returned by the identified person to the trusted 

site. Thus, a ring is closed and it is verified that the specified identification of the mobile 

access device in fact belongs to the identified person.

Hereinafter, the method according to the invention will now be described with an 

application, in which reference is made to Figure 1.

At the start of the method, a user via a user activity on the smartphone requests 

to obtain access to a vehicle, in the vicinity of which he is located with the mobile device 

(e.g., smartphone or tablet). The user input, for example, a usage call on the mobile 

device, is indicated by communication arrow 1. The mobile access device now verifies the 

user's identity, performed in this example by facial recognition (arrow 2). The user must 

show his face to the integrated smartphone camera, and software in the device compares 

the face with stored and authenticated biometric data.

If authentication on the mobile device fails, the method terminates at this point 

and an attempt to access the vehicle fails.

The verification of identity can occur via encrypted data stored in the mobile 

device, meaning that the biometric data can be stored encrypted in the mobile device.

If the identity is successfully verified with respect to the mobile device with 

communication exchange 2, then the mobile access device contacts the vehicle, which 

can be done via a standard NFC interface or a Bluetooth connection. The mobile access 

device establishes a connection with the access control unit of the vehicle, as shown with 

communication arrow 3. In this message, the mobile access device requests, for example, 

actuation of a vehicle function, such as opening a door.
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The access control unit of the vehicle is then informed of the verified user identity 

by the mobile device. In this example, this is done by means of certificates issued by the 

central control platform and stored on the smartphone. In particular, for this purpose 

conventional certification methods with public and private keys can be employed. Thus, 

for example, identity information is stored on the mobile device that is signed with the 

private key of the central control platform. In the access control unit of the vehicle the 

master certificate key is stored, as in an internet browser, in the form of the public key of 

the central control platform. Only if the transmitted identity information is properly 

certified information, can the vehicle recognize the information about the identity as 

decrypted and correct.

With this identity information, at arrow 4, the access control unit of the vehicle 

contacts the control platform and enquires about the access rights available for this 

identity. For this purpose, the access control unit has a GSM module for communicating 

with the central platform via a mobile network. At arrows 5 and 6, the control platform 

accesses both an identity management connected to the control platform and a privilege 

management. These need not be located at the same site as the central control platform. 

For example, with a carsharing concept a central identity management can be available 

which is maintained across the company over several carsharing providers. The privileges 

assigned to these identities, that is, the question as to whether a person is allowed to 

access a particular vehicle in a carsharing pool, can be stored at the respective companies. 

If there are different carsharing companies, the central control platform, depending on 

the requesting vehicle unit, can access a central identity management and a special 

privilege pool for a certain carsharing provider which is associated with the identified 

vehicle. In the communication between the vehicle and the central control platform, a 

certificate-based communication can also be employed in order to ensure the authenticity 

of the communication partner.

In the central control platform, it is thus determined which privileges the 

identified person has with respect to the vehicle. The privileges can, for example, be 

configured so that the person has full access rights to the vehicle for opening the doors 

and starting the motor. Alternatively, it may be that the identified person is a workshop 

member of a carsharing provider, who, in principle, has the right to open all cars, but not 

to drive at speeds exceeding 20 km/h.
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This information is transmitted from the central control platform at arrow 7, back 

to the access control unit in the vehicle, which outputs corresponding settings or signals 

to the control system of the vehicle. From the control system, for example, then a 

corresponding door unlocking is performed and authorization to perform additional 

vehicle functions is enabled.

In summary, it is thus ensured that an identity verification is carried out so that 

the mobile access device can be used. Secondly, the mobile access device is equipped with 

an identification certified by the central control platform, which guarantees the security 

of all physical units controlled thereby.

In a further design of this exemplary embodiment, the certificate in the 

smartphone can be provided with a short-term time sequence so that the mobile access 

device regularly needs to pick up a renewed certificate via a data connection from the 

central control platform. The thus described certificate-based solution, linked to the 

identity verification on the mobile device has further advantages. The basic method 

according to the invention uses a data connection between the vehicle (access control 

unit) and a central control platform for the verification of rights. However, this connection 

is not always guaranteed, for example, when travelling in an area with poor data network 

quality or in underground carparks. In this case, the method permits carrying out yet 

another access control based on the certificates. On the one hand, the user has to identify 

himself to the mobile device, which is possible with the data stored on the mobile device. 

If such verification is successful, valid certificate data from the central control platform 

are to be found on the mobile device, the validity of which has not yet expired. Merely 

with this information it is possible that certain privileges can be granted on the vehicle 

side to access the vehicle, even if no direct communication can be established with the 

central control platform. On the vehicle side, in the access control unit, from previous 

connections with the central platform there is stored certificate information from the 

central control platform, and, on a successful identity check, it can be verified that a valid 

certificate for the mobile access device exists. This certificate can, for example, be 

sufficient to allow a user to access the vehicle and, for example, travel at a maximum 

speed of up to 50 km/h for a limited distance, for example, a maximum of 2 km, within 

which time a communication between the access control unit and the central control 

platform must be established. Once the connection is established, a complete check 

follows and full privileges are granted.
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This concept of provisional trust based on a certification is possible since, on the 

one hand, an identification of the user with respect to the mobile device has been made, 

and this identity was also notified to the vehicle, and, on the other hand, a certificate

based provisional trust setting towards the vehicle can be proven. Such a process would 

not be possible if, as with conventional methods, doubts were to be present about 

establishing identity. However, since this identity is a prerequisite to at all be able to 

access the encrypted certificate in the mobile device, the vehicle can tolerate a provisional 

trust value and privilege granting. In this way, the method according to the invention is 

superior to conventional methods, which at any time require a connection to a central 

control platform, or a mobile access device, for example, trust a key or a smartphone with 

a corresponding application without requiring an identity verification of the user.

For these purposes numerous different certificates can be stored in a mobile 

device, for example, for different carsharing companies. Moreover, a privilege grant can 

be performed in many ways. For example, a prioritized privilege setting can be created on 

an identity that, for example, only allows travel at a reduced speed, regardless of the 

vehicle unit concerned. For example, for an identity it can be arranged that drivers of a 

certain age may, in principle, not exceed a speed of, say, 120 km/h. Independent of the 

inquiring carsharing or vehicle fleet unit, this higher-level privilege is notified to the 

vehicle, so that, for example, one and the same vehicle, depending on the accessing user 

identity, is operated in different vehicle modes. This configuration is only possible when 

a central control platform is present which presents identity information that in turn can 

be associated with different privilege settings, also for different sites. One and the same 

identity can legitimize itself for various physical units by means of different mobile 

devices. This is only possible because the person's identity is verified on the mobile device, 

and it is not the mobile access device (the smartphone) that is recognized as a legitimate 

access means. Accordingly, the method is clearly superior to the use of a simple start key, 

since in such a case there is no checking of identity in combination with the mobile device, 

and, in addition, a mobile access device can be blocked remotely from accessing a vehicle 

in the case of loss or theft.

All communications performed according to the invention method can be carried 

out with conventional safeguards, for example, via the establishment of TLS connections 

in internet-based communications.
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Now that a schematic and general course of the method has been described with 

reference to Figure 1, a further embodiment will now be described with reference to the 

additional figures.

Figure 2 shows schematically the sequence of accesses to the central platform 

and the creation and manipulation of data and linkages stored there.

In this example, the central platform is built on the basis of a conventional MVC 

(Model View Controller) architecture. A user can access the central platform via a web 

interface by using a corresponding browser on his local device. The web interface of the 

central platform is provided via a conventional web server. The data level and external 

applications are separated from the web server level. On the data level the data are, for 

example, stored in a conventional database server (SQL Server).

Over the lifespan of a vehicle, which in this case is assumed to be a physical unit, 

the sequence of accesses over the lifespan is shown from left to right in Figure 2. The 

manufacturer has initial physical control of the vehicle during production. Also, at this 

time, the manufacturer has access to the central platform to make the initial entries for 

the vehicle. He makes entries for the vehicle and its access control device (SID - Smart 

Identity Device), and links the access control device to the vehicle. By means of this linkage 

on the side of the manufacturer, a unique and permanent link between the vehicle system 

and the SID is produced. Accordingly, the vehicle system accepts the control commands 

from the linked SID. After completion of the vehicle and this linkage, the vehicle is 

transported to the dealer as shown in Figure 2.

Once the vehicle is shipped or delivered to a user, the dealer enters this user as 

an identity through the web interface in the central platform, and transfers the vehicle to 

the user in the central platform. Thus, the dealer provides a link between the vehicle and 

its assigned SID and a user identity created by him.

Subsequently, the vehicle is handed over physically to the new owner. The owner 

created by the dealer has the right to create more users as vehicle users for the vehicles 

and SIDs linked to him in the central platform. Such additional users, for example, the 

owner himself or his family members (but also rental customers in theevent of a car rental 

management), can be selectively granted rights by the vehicle owner via the web interface 

of the central platform. In addition, the vehicle owner can decide which user has access 

to what rights with which type of authentication measures, and whether the rights are 

subject to a time limit, that is, they become invalid at a certain point in time or after a 
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predetermined time period. This relates to determining the manner a user has access to 

the vehicle with a mobile access device, in this example, a smartphone. The vehicle owner 

may in this regard determine that for some access types and rights just entering a PIN is 

necessary, while with other rights (for example, starting the vehicle) biometric data 

recognition (e.g., facial or fingerprint recognition) is required.

Thus, the vehicle can be delivered to users by the vehicle owner, as shown in 

Figure 2 in the right-hand column. Such a vehicle user can, for example, after successful 

identification in the central platform, query via his smartphone what rights he has with 

respect to a particular vehicle, but cannot change these rights.

It can be seen that in the central platform at the different levels there are 

provided different rights to access and change data. While the manufacturer can create 

both the vehicle and the associated SID and link them, a dealer can exert no further 

influence on vehicle and SID data. In contrast, a dealer can create an owner for each 

vehicle and link this with the existing data of the vehicle and the SID. The owner, in turn, 

can check, create and modify vehicle rights and create additional vehicle users. Finally, 

the user can only check his own rights in the central platform.

Each of the assignment operations can be protected with various security 

concepts. In this exemplary embodiment, for example, when the dealer allocates a vehicle 

to a vehicle owner the following procedure is initiated:

When a dealer indicates to the central platform that a vehicle is to be connected 

to a newly created identity, initially the link in the database is stored that links the owner 

to the vehicle and the SID assigned to the vehicle. Subsequently, a mobile phone number 

stored for the vehicle owner is used to send a message (e.g., SMS) from the central 

platform to this mobile phone number. With this message the vehicle owner is informed 

that a new vehicle has been assigned to him in the central platform. In addition, a message 

(for example, again an SMS) is sent to the linked SID of the assigned vehicle. In this 

message, the SID is prompted (triggered) to make a request to the central platform to get 

an update on access rights from the central platform. This type of trigger message is also 

used when rights granting has been changed with respect to the SID on the vehicle. Such 

a triggering is more secure than direct transmission of privilege settings, since 

manipulation of a triggered query of the central platform is less likely than if the SID were 

immediately to accept the transmitted data.
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In the exemplary embodiment, the SID is prompted by the received message to 

establish a data connection with the central platform via a GSM module. Subsequently, 

updated data, including the data related to the newly created user, are then downloaded 

to the SID. The SID on the vehicle side encrypts and stores the access rights for the user 

in the device. The connection is secured via a certificates check, wherein from the 

manufacturer's side master certificates from the central platform can already be stored 

in the SID.

Similarly, rights granting for his vehicle can be completed by the user at a later 

point in time. Once the user changes rights granting to his vehicles in the central platform, 

the central platform sends a message to the relevant SID in the vehicle, which triggers an 

updating of the rights granting in the SID of the vehicle.

At the user level it is also possible to associate access rights with time 

specifications or validity durations to temporarily grant rights to other users of the vehicle. 

The assignment of rights to the vehicle owner is basically permanent; however, the owner 

can also transmit time-limited rights or rights for time intervals to users. Such time limits 

are then communicated by the central platform to the SID on the vehicle and also stored 

encrypted there. For example, it can be arranged that the SID does not allow re-starting 

a vehicle after expiry of usage rights, or severely limits maximum speed.

In addition to this granting of basic rights within the central platform and transfer 

of rights from the central platform to the SID of a vehicle, the interaction between a user 

and his mobile device, especially a smartphone, is also relevant.

On a smartphone, an application is run which communicates with both the central 

platform and the SID of the vehicle. For this purpose, an application can, for example, be 

transferred by the dealer to the device of the vehicle owner, or applications from relevant 

platforms and online shops can be downloaded for different operating systems.

On initial use of the application on a mobile device, the user is prompted to enter 

a user name and a password. These data are used to calculate a hash value, which is 

transmitted to the central platform. The communication with the central platform can be 

accomplished via a common transmission mode, for example, via an (encrypted) http 

protocol. The central platform checks whether the user exists in its database, and also 

calculates a hash value based on the data stored in the central platform for user name 

and password. This is compared with the transmitted hash value. If this comparison of 

user names and hash values results in a positive authentication, the SIDs and vehicles 
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associated with the user are transmitted to the application by the central platform. These 

data are stored encrypted on the smartphone by the application for the user identifier.

After it has been established that the user is, in principle, authentic, for the 

purpose of securing the access rights he is requested to learn various authentication 

methods on the smartphone. In particular, he is requested to assign a unique PIN, carry 

out a pattern gesture on the screen of the smartphone, and execute a facial recognition 

or fingerprint recognition.

These different authentication methods provide different safe levels for the 

access to various vehicle functions. Which of the authentications, or which linking of these 

authentications is sufficient for accessing a vehicle function is specified in the central 

platform.

Subsequently, it is possible for the user of the application on the smartphone to 

activate one of the vehicles for an initial access, which was reported by the central 

platform to the application as being the assigned vehicle. When the user selects a vehicle 

for activation, the application sends an activation request to the central platform, and the 

central platform creates a random code that is valid for a limited period of time. This 

random activation code is sent via a separate message to the mobile phone of the user. 

He must enter the activation code of the separate message in the application, and the 

application returns this activation code to the system platform. In this manner it is 

ensured that the user actually received the message stored in the central platform in the 

normal way.

The central platform validates the activation code and sends a corresponding 

confirmation to the application on the smartphone. The application on the smartphone 

then creates a key pair consisting of a private and a public key, and creates a CSR 

(Certificate Signing Request) which is sent to the central platform. The central platform 

receives this CSR and generate an X509 certificate for the user and his assigned SID and 

vehicle combination. This means that for each user and each vehicle/SID combination a 

certificate is generated, which contains both the user identifier and the identifier of the 

SID in the certificate. This certificate data is sent back to the application on the 

smartphone, together with the Bluetooth address of the SID of the vehicle concerned.

The data is received by the application and stored encrypted. The application then 

has the Bluetooth address of the assigned SID, which permits pairing of the application on 

the smartphone and the assigned SID via Bluetooth.
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The foregoing regarding this exemplary embodiment describes all preparatory 

actions that are carried out only once, or when access rights are changed. Likewise, these 

processes are partially executed when a vehicle owner or user wants to use a new mobile 

device to access an available vehicle.

In practice, everyday access to a once established system on a vehicle is by far the 

most common case. For this purpose, a short-range, wireless connection is established 

between the application on the mobile device and the SID in a vehicle. This pairing 

procedure takes place in the known manner, optionally an acknowledgment of the linking 

of both units is required initially, which depends on the type of operating system used and 

the smartphone settings. However, the smartphone has already received the address data 

of the SID for the Bluetooth connection on activation of a vehicle and its associated SID, 

so that such a confirmation can also be omitted.

If such a pairing is accomplished successfully, then with an open application the 

user can access vehicle functions, for example, via a graphical interface that is displayed 

on the touch screen of a smartphone.

The vehicle functions can, for example, be door locking, motor starting, starting a 

heater or parking heater, opening windows, opening the tailgate or switching lighting 

equipment on the vehicle.

Figure 3a shows an example of an access sequence where a user wishes to access 

a vehicle function using a smartphone. This diagram should be read from top to bottom.

The user opens the application on his smartphone to access his vehicle and selects 

the command to unlock doors. The application on the smartphone checks against the 

stored data which authentication by the user is required for this function, and requests 

these from the user, if the authentication was not already performed at this stage when 

the application was started.

The application then determines that it is not linked to the SID of the controlled 

vehicle, whereupon it establishes a Bluetooth connection with the SID of the vehicle. A 

secure data connection is set up via the Bluetooth connection, that is, on a protocol level 

above Bluetooth. Then the application forwards the command for opening the doors to 

the SID. In this example, on the side of the SID, the user is not known yet (the SID has not 

yet been activated for this user). Accordingly, the SID responds to the mobile phone that 

the user is unknown. The application then requests that the SID activate the user, 

whereupon the SID sends an activation request to the central platform via the GSM 
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module. The central platform confirms to the SID that the user is legitimate for the vehicle 

and has activated the SID, and sends corresponding access information.

Then the SID confirms activation to the user's mobile phone. The application on 

the smartphone then repeats the request for opening the doors, which is confirmed by 

the SID, and finally the doors are unlocked for the user. The scenario described is the 

worst-case scenario in which the procedure can include all steps shown. Normally, 

however, upon approach of a user to a vehicle a Bluetooth connection has already been 

established, and the user is also already known to the SID. Then, the process proceeds 

quite rapidly with significantly fewer steps. This process that takes place in the usual 

manner is shown in Figure 3b.

The procedure according to the invention permits a highly secure and flexible 

management of user rights, for example, for vehicle fleets, but also for the use of other 

physical units, such as machines or the like. Due to the separate communication channels 

between the SID on each physical unit to the central platform, on the one hand, and the 

central platform and a mobile device (smartphone), on the other hand, security is 

increased. Since a user is also prompted to authenticate on a mobile access device to at 

all be able to access the encrypted data stored in the mobile device, another level of 

security is added.

The encrypted memory in the mobile access device (in particular, a smartphone) 

can, for example, contain information about activated vehicles, information about the 

SIDs linked to vehicles, particularly their Bluetooth addresses and linkage codes, client 

certificates and communication keys, and a list of authentication methods on requests 

from commands, as well as user information, and, in particular, user names and 

passwords.

For each vehicle, in the memory of the SIDs can, for example, in an encrypted 

manner be stored the private key of the SID, a certificate of the SID, and a certificate 

and/or public key of the central platform.

The storage of these data in the devices permits a flexible type of access control. 

In particular, certificate information stored in the SID of vehicle can be used to establish 

a temporary trust relationship between the vehicle and an accessing user with a 

smartphone. As described above, the application of the user receives access information 

for a SID from the central platform. Thereby, the information is encrypted with a one-arm 

private key from the central platform. The SID on vehicle side contains information about
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the master certificates of the central platform. Even should the SID not have access to the 

central platform, in any case temporary access by a user to a vehicle can be granted via 

this construction. If the SID on the basis of stored information on the master certificates 

can positively verify that the information sent by the smartphone via the app to the SID 

5 are actually signed by the central platform, then a temporary trust relationship can be 

established. This is particularly relevant if, for example, a new user wants to gain access 

to a rental car, but the rental car is, for example, located in an area with poor cellular 

connection. If the certificate matching in the SID of the vehicle is successful, the user can 

be granted access to the vehicle and the vehicle will query full user rights as soon as a 

10 network connection is available.
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i

Patentkrav

1. Fremgangsmåde til at styre adgang til fysiske indretninger, 

hvor hver fysiske indretning er udstyret med en adgangsstyringsenhed som kan 

spærre for og give adgang til funktioner af den fysiske indretning, 

hvor en central styringsplatform er implementeret, hvor trådløse 

kommunikationsforbindelser kan etableres mellem den centrale styringsplatform 

og adgangsstyringsenhederne,
hvor mobile adgangsindretninger er til stede, som kan bæres af en bruger og som 

kan etablere trådløse kommunikationsforbindelser til adgangsstyringsenhederne 

og den centrale styringsplatform,

hvor i tilfældet af en adgang af en bruger til en fysisk indretning under anvendelse 

af den mobile adgangsindretning, udføres et identitetstjek af brugeren, hvor 

brugeren identificerer sig selv overfor den mobile adgangsindretning, 

hvor efter et succesfuldt identitetstjek etableres en trådløs 

kommunikationsforbindelse mellem den mobile adgangsindretning og 

adgangsstyringsenheden af den fysiske indretning,

hvor mindst identiteten af brugeren og unik adgangsdata sendes til 

adgangsstyringsenheden af den mobile adgangsindretning, 

kendetegnet ved, at

den mobile adgangsindretning er implementeret i en mobil 

kommunikationsindretning, på hvilken en applikation køres som udfører 

verificeringen af identiteten og kommunikationen mellem den mobile 

kommunikationsindretning og adgangsstyringsenheden, 

hvor på baggrund af informationen modtaget og på baggrund afanden 

information som adgangsstyringsenheden modtager fra den centrale 

styringsplatform, adgangsstyringsenheden bestemmer adgangsrettigheder til den 

fysiske indretning og bevilger dem til brugeren,

hvor ved modtagelse af informationen fra den mobile adgangsindretning, 

adgangsstyringsenheden sender informationen om identiteten af brugeren og en 

unik identifikator af adgangsstyringsenheden selv via en trådløs 

kommunikationsforbindelse til den centrale styringsplatform, hvorved den centrale 

styringsplatform bestemmer adgangsrettighederne af den identificerede bruger til 

den fysiske enhed associeret med adgangsstyringsenheden og den centrale 

styringsplatform sender adgangstilladelserne over den trådløse
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kommunikationsforbindelse til adgangsstyringsenheden og 

adgangsstyringsenheden bevilger adgangsrettighederne på baggrund af denne 

information,

hvor adgangsstyringsenheden også modtager og lagrer information fra den 

centrale styringsstation med tidsintervaller uafhængige af brugeradgange, 

hvor, baseret på denne lagrede information og på informationen modtaget af den 

mobile adgangsindretning under adgangsforsøget, adgangsstyringsenheden 

bestemmer og bevilger adgangsrettighederne.

2. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvor identifikationen af brugeren i forhold til den 

mobile adgangsindretning finder sted på baggrund af biometrisk data, i 

særdeleshed ved udførelse af ansigtsgenkendelse og/eller ved udførelse af 

stemmegenkendelse og/eller en fingeraftryksgenkendelse.

3. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav,

hvor en kommunikationsforbindelse etableres mellem den mobile 

adgangsindretning og den centrale styringsplatform, hvor den centrale 

styringsplatform sender certificeringsinformation til den mobile 

adgangsindretning, hvor certificeringsinformationselementer er hver tildelt til 

brugeridentiteter.

4. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 3, hvor en kommunikationsforbindelse etableres 

mellem en adgangsstyringsenhed og den centrale styringsplatform, hvor den 

centrale styringsplatform sender til adgangsstyringsenheden 

certificeringsinformation til lagring, som tillader verificeringen af autentiteten og 

integriteten af information som sendes af en mobil adgangsindretning til 

adgangsstyringsenheden.

5. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 4, hvor den centrale styringsplatform sender en 

bekræftelse af identiteten til den mobile adgangsindretning, hvor mindst en del af 

bekræftelsen krypteres med en privat nøgle af den centrale styringsplatform, 

hvor adgangsstyringsenheden opnår en offentlig nøgle fra den centrale 

styringsplatform, ved hjælp af hvilken identitetsinformationen modtaget af de 

mobile adgangsindretninger kan verificeres.
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6. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 3 til 5, hvor 

certificeringsinformationen sendt til den mobile adgangsindretning af den centrale 

styringsplatform forsynes med tidslig udløbsinformation, som specificerer 

gyldighedsperioden af certifikatet.

7. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav,

hvor adgangsstyringsenheden, når ingen datakommunikation kan etableres med 

den centrale styringsplatform, verificerer gyldigheden af et certifikat fra 

transmissionen af den mobile adgangsindretning med lagret information, og i 

tilfældet af et gyldigt certifikat bevilger et foruddefineret valg af 

adgangsrettigheder til den identificerede bruger.

8. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 7, hvor valget af adgangsrettigheder tillader en 

begrænset anvendelse af den fysiske enhed og, i særdeleshed, inkluderer en 

tidsbestemt eller funktionel begrænsning.

9. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et af de foregående krav, hvor køretøjer anvendes som 

fysiske indretninger.

10. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor for 

hver kombination af bruger og fysisk enhed et unikt certifikat skabes, som lagres i 

den mobile adgangsindretning.

11. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav,

hvor for hver fysisk enhed lagrer den centrale styringsplatform en unik adresse af 

den associerede adgangsstyringsenhed for at etablere en kortdistance trådløs 

forbindelse, i særdeleshed en Bluetooth-forbindelse, og sender denne adresse til 

den mobile adgangsindretning.
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Fig. 3a

Fig. 3b


